Comments supporting
Support community evolution, age-demographic of Four Elms will elongate & no longer represent a
cross-section of society.
village will lack vibrancy & slowly deteriorate with an ever increasing elderly population or well-todo London commuters who can afford the existing housing stock.
We need to support affordable housing for locals
I hope there will be a reasonable balance such that young people on low incomes can also access
the proposed homes.
Location is ideal
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current residents of Four Elms have a responsibility to preserve the future character & sole of our
village by providing affordable rental accommodation
focal point of FE has transferred organically from the pond/cross-roads/old petrol station
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The B2027 Bough Beech road, although a relatively busy thoroughfare, is significantly safer than
Four Elms rd, with no road-side parking and good visibility.
I welcome any opportunity to bring new housing to our small community
Great idea, wrong location
good to improve inter-generational mixing for a whole variety of reasons, all connected with a
sense of well-being.
Very disappointed to see a Facebook group already set up in opposition to the plan
I would love to have my own place in the village but can't afford it
The location will be very pleasant for residents.
The appearance of the housing looks good.
This is a good and necessary proposal and I support it whole heartedly
Hi i am very interested in this scheme
I think it's a great idea and let's get on with it.
The need for social housing is common knowledge throughout the land.
a very good scheme,
been searching for an affordable home in the area for some time without success.
Village needs people of all generations, social classes and abilities to enable it to thrive, not just
become a dormitory village
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There is a great need as young working class peopole have to move away because of housing costs.
Affordable housing for locals is a good initiative, providing younger people and their families with
the opportunity to stay in the village
Lovely idea for locals
Local workers cannot afford to buy, rent or retire here.
Love to able to live in parish of Hever but cannot afford to do that.
Extra benefit less cars on the road or shorter car journeys as some workers travel quite long
distances.
Families who want to be near their parents to help with childcare
There should be no place for 'nimbyism' in modern society
Strongly in favour of providing affordable housing for local residents.
Parish out to offer a spread of housing and this should include affordable housing.
I hope this proposal is successful, there needs to be affordable housing available to rent in the
village
I support this proposal, its ideal for locals who wish to remain in the area.
It looks like it will be a very nice place to love.
I work locally, but only afford to live 40 mins away, being closer would be amazing.
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